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Introduction
of carbon electrodes
The processing
pitches
requires
industry
for the aluminium
properties.
Some blnder
having good bindlng
and
pitches
easily
r¡et the coke partlcles
volds.
rapidly
flow lnto the interparticle
paper,
Ehrburger
and Lahaye
In a recent
of some-Pltshowed that the flow behavior
by thernodynamic
determlned
ches is nostly
angle and surface énergy
wetting
factors,
(1). For
one, viscosity
and a rheological
pltch
the flow
samples however'
other
is more complex and the objectlve
behavior
paper is to investlgate
of the present
of ¡nolten pitch
the flow properties
further
them with the glass tranand to correlate
of these materials.
characteristics
sition
Experimental
softening
fr¡enty
coal tar pJ-tches with
rangÍng
from 85 to
polnt
Kraemer-Sarnow
Thelr qulnoline
95oC have been selected.
(Qr) content
from 3 to 15t
varies
insoluble
of a droplet
of
The penetration
by welght.
into
coke bed (pea granular
¡nolten pitctr
size 100-150 pm) has
troleum coke, particle
the decrease of
by recordlng
been followed
droplet
by means of an
of the pitch
height
device (2). A small sample of pitch
optical
(200 mg) is set on the coke bed and heated
Thereafter
the tenperature
it rnelts.
until
lncreased from 100 to 200"C at
is llnearly
a rate of 20"C h-r and the helght of the
of
pitch
is recorded as a function
droplet
untll
complete Penetratlon.
the temperature
voids of the
The size of the interpartlcle
incoke bed has been measured by nercury
and ranges frour 25 to 45 pm in
truslon
a mean pore
In the followlng'
radius.
The
be consldered.
of 30 ¡¡¡n will
radius
(Tg) has been
glass transition
temperature
equipment
in a DSC Mettler
deternined
(TA 3000). Prior to.the
Tg measurements
sample is annealeC in the DSC
the pitch
at 140"C' quenched to -120"C and the
cell
is then recorded between -120"C
DSC signal
heating rate of 10oC
to 14!'C at a linear
. - 1' .
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Flow

pitch
The volume fraction
v/v6
of liguid
coke
remaining
on the top of the granular
(1)
T can be expressed
bed at temperature
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volds,
a=
where r = radius
of interpartlcle
geometric
interarea of the droplet-solid
e = contact
tensi"on,
faCe, 1 = surface
volume of the droPlet'
ang1e, Vo = initial
T,
at temperature
V = volume of the droplet
increase
arfd Tq =
c = rate of temperature
flow.
startlng
temperature
of capillary
(1) lndicates
Equatlon
that the liquid
parapenetration
will
depend on several
of the pores ; 2.
meters : 1. the radius
(Vor a); and 3. the
the size of the droplet
properties
physicochemlcal
of the liquid
(y'0,n).
Working wlth a constant droplet
coke, it is
size and wlth a glven granular
of a
posslble
the flow behavlor
to relate
its contact
tension,
pitch
to its
surface
The integration
of
angle and its vlscosity.
(1) reguires
a knowledge of To and
Equation
of a,yr0 and n with temPeof the variation
Experinents
carried
out wlth 200 mg
rature.
during
the Penetrapitch
samples sho\ú that
droplet
chanthe shape of the pitch
tion,
ges. However, the area of the droplet-solid
after
interface
a, remains almost constant
to be 113 ¡nm'¿.
and may be estimated
vretting
does not
The surface
energy of the pitch
significantly
change in the temperature
The physioccurs.
range where penetration
properties
of two samples A and
cochemlcal
B have been measured for soLving Equation
(1). The changes in viscosity
and in wetfor the two
tlng
angle with temperature
experinentally
samples were determlned
numerically
thus to integrate
allowing
(1). The calculated
curves V/Vo
Equation
A
versus t are shown for the two pitches
The
1. and 2 respectively.
and B 1n figures
curves h/ho versus T corresexperimental
decrease of droplet
ponding to the relative
are also
during
the penetration
height
shown on the same graPhs.
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be found between the ltnportance
of the tail
(Tf-Te)
and the mesqphase content
of the
samples (0-13 t). Moreover no clear trend
could be evldence between the size of the
mesophase particles
and the occurence of a
tail
ln the penetration
curve.
In particular,-some
pitches
with very fine mésophase
(r<2 ¡rm) showed á tail
particles
in the penetratlon
curve.
Therefore
the cakin<¡
effect
cannot satj_sfactorily
explain
the
abnormal flow for the studiéd
pitches.
Consequently
the occurence of a táit
in the
flow curve may resuLt
rather
from a chanqe
in the physfcoche¡nical
properties
of the
pltch
droplet
during
pónetration.
itIn
order to substantiate
this
hypothesis,
the
pitch
droplet
was quenched. aL- dlfferenc
stage of penetration
and its
Tg leas measu_
red. The results
are shown in table
1.
Table 1.
Tg of pitch
droplet
at different
stage of penetration.
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For sarnple A the experimental
ánd calculated
curves are in good agreements.
fn
particular,
the observed
flnal
temperature
of penetration
Tf is very close to the calculated
one. In the case of pltch
B, the
calculated
and the experfrnental
curves are
in reasonable
agreement only for the flrst
half of penetration.
Thereafter
a 'taLl,'
appears in the experimental
curve.
fnterestingly
the extrapolated
temperature
of penetration
Te is close to the calculated
temperature
(FÍgure 2). the
of penetration
importance
of the tail
may be estlmated
by
the difference
Tf-Te.
In the present
case
this difference
is equal to 17"C and conseguently
the flow of pitch
B cannot entirely
be described
by the macroscopic
change in
rretting
angle and 1n viscosity
wlth temperature.
Origin

of

abnormal

Flow

It has been reported
that
a high content of s-resins
may alter
the flow proper(3). In partlcular,
ties of a pitch
the
presence of mesophase particLes
rdith a dlameter close to or slightly
larger
than the
aperture
of the interparticle
volds
(r = 30 pm) $/ould lead to a caking effect.
In the pre'sent work, no correlation
could
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It is seen that fn both cases there is an
lncrease
in Tg during
the penetration.
Ho\rever, the lncrease
in Tg is slgnificant_
ly hlgher
for pitches
havlng an aÉnormal
flow.
In addition
for pitch-B,
there is
also an lncrease
of Tg in the droplet
itse1f, the hlgher valué of Tg bein|
obtained
near the external
surface
of the ároplet,.
These results
clearl.y
indicates
a grádient
of conposition
fro¡n the outside
to the inside of the pitch
droplet
during
penetratlon.
The change in composition-düring
penetration
i.s attributed
to a d,istillaiión
phenomenon of light
molecular
weight
compounds. The departure
of these molecules
will
nece_ssarlly
affect
the vj.scosity
as
well
as the wetting
angJ_e of the re¡náininq
pitch.
Hence the abnormal
flow behavior
of some pitches
is due to the change in
physicochemlcal
properties
of the ároplet
during
its penetration.
Conclusion
This study indicates
that some pitches
behave homogeneously
durlng
their
flów into
a granular
coke bed whereas other pitches
show a tendency üo distlllate
duriirg the
penetration
process.
In the latter
óase, the
pitch
e:ütbits
an abnormal
flow behavior.
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